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We’ve made it through an entire year and have implemented very

significant changes to improve health, outlook on life, and energy

levels. The ability to implement and stack small habits onto another

leads to monumental changes within only a year's time. A pat on the

back is well deserved for the amount of work that has been put forth.

This month is all about tying everything together and pulling out the

most integral aspects of each month into a one-stop-shop for all the

health needs. Over the course of the last year, we’ve covered topics

from goal setting and nutrition, sleep, hydration, and stress, with the

goal of optimizing health while being an active truck driver with

many hours on the road each week.

Change is not easy and it does not come without effort. However,

making a 1% change each day does turn into great success. Take a

look at an airplane. If the plane is off course by a single degree, the

plane will ultimately land in a different city, if not an entirely different

state. Using this analogy it's clear to see how a simple and small

change (e.g., drinking 1 less soda per day) will lead to drastic

improvements throughout the course of your life. If struggling to

commit to a change, try finding something you can stick with and

start there. It can be as simple as starting each morning off with a

glass of water. Any way to move that dial forward 1% each day will be

the best option. The forward movement can be in any area. Again,

pick the easiest place to start based on current life variables. Perhaps

nutrition is a tough place to start because of time required to meal

plan, then aim to begin with sleep or hydration. All are necessary

components and starting with the easiest area will build momentum

for the other areas.
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Choose anything picked, pulled, caught or slaughtered, or minimally

processed (if you can process it within your kitchen it's fine in my

eyes).

Stick with real foods. Anything without a label and in its natural state

is superior.

Minimize or eliminate eating processed foods. They’re poor for your

health, will cause inflammation, and promote weight gain.

Stick with the 80/20 principle. Eating 80% of your meals throughout

the day/week from whole foods. Keeping 20% of your foods from less

healthier options. 

Be honest with yourself if you’re sticking 80/20. Plan ahead. Failure to

plan is planning to fail.
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Prioritize sleep. Set a time to go to bed and stick with it. Sleep is the

cheapest form of healthcare.

8 hours of sleep is needed for optimal energy levels and a healthy

mindset.

Cold, dark and quiet rooms makes for the highest quality sleep. Keep

the room as dark as possible and set the temperature for ~65°.

Head on the pillow by 10:30. As humans, we've evolved with the

sun/moon cycles. Staying up much later will only have negative

consequences on weight, health, food choices, and emotions.

S l e e p
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Drink half your body weight in ounces per day. Drink those ounces in

pure water. This doesn't include teas or other drinks.

Feel free to add berries, lemon, or cucumbers to your water to make

it more enjoyable.

Try adding a pinch of high quality sea salt to your water for some

extra minerals. If you taste the salt, you’ve added too much.

Switch from soda to Zevia, Spindrift, or Waterloo pops when trying to

reduce overall soda consumption.

Have a glass of water immediately upon rising, before any meals or

coffee in the morning. Preferrably room temperature. 

Hyd r a t i o n
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Focus on stretching any muscles that are tight. This is essential to

keep the body in a properly aligned posture, especially after long

rides.

Add in extra steps during down time on truck rides. When on break,

go for a walk. It can be as simple as walking to get the muscles

pumping and improving one's outlook. 

Carry a jump rope in the truck is a quick and easy way to get some

extra exercise in throughout the day. It takes up virtually no space

and allows one to get the heart rate up throughout the day.

Hiking is some of the most therapeutic movement practices one can

do. Try moving more in nature. Workouts do not have to be in a gym

setting. 

M o v e m e n t
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Bring awareness to your breath on a daily basis. Everyone takes

approximately 25,900 breaths each day so it's crucial that breathing

is done correctly.

On every inhale, your belly should expand outwards against your belt.

On every exhale your belly/stomach should pull slightly inwards

towards your spine.

Each inhale should fill the belly first, prior to filling the chest.

Use a string wrapped around your belly button to facilitate proper

breathing. A simple and virtually free tactic to teach proper

breathing mechanics.

Box breathing is the easiest way to reduce stress, anxiety, and help

promote sleep at night. 4 second inhale, 4 second hold, 4 second

exhale, 4 second hold and repeat for as long as needed.

B r e a t h i n g
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Raw nuts and seeds are a perfect source of quality fats and proteins.

Overnight oats are a simple meal to take on the road. It will provide

you with health carbohydrates, fats, and proteins with the ability to

stay fresh long. 

Beef jerky is a go-to snack to help curb cravings an keep you satiated.

Fresh fruits and veggies are some of the best snack foods out there.

They’re loaded with nutrition and help keep you satiated.

Try drinking water. Many times “hunger” symptoms are actually our

bodies crying for water

S n a c k s  o n  t h e  R o a d
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Above are the key concepts covered and the absolute essential

components of living a healthy and vital life.

These values and rules are the at the core of all healthy individuals,

regardless of sex, religion, or creed. Regardless of the supplements,

green drinks, detox teas, or energy drinks consumed, true health will

never be accomplished until the above pieces are in place. 

Use this document as a guide or checklist to return to when needed.

Start working down the list with the goal of implementing all the

bullets above in order to take your health to a level never thought

imaginable.

 

Enjoy the new year. Wishing everyone an exciting and fulfilling 2021.

Feel free to reach out to me with any questions.

Nick Kuhle

Holistic Health Coach 

KuhleFit@gmail.com
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